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Data Compression: The Complete ReferenceSpringer, 2006
Data compression is one of the most important techniques in computing engineering. From archiving data to CD-ROMs and from coding theory to image analysis, many facets of computing make use of data compression in one form or another. This book is intended to provide an overview of the many different types of compression: it includes a taxonomy, an...
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Chances Are: Adventures in ProbabilityViking Adult, 2006
A layman’s journey into the realm of probability—from poker to politics, weather to war,   Monte Carlo to mortality  

  We search for certainty, but find only likelihood. All things are possible, only one thing actually   happens; everything else is in the realm of probability. The twin disciplines of...
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Phantasia in Aristotle's Ethics: Reception in the Arabic, Greek, Hebrew and Latin Traditions (Bloomsbury Studies in the Aristotelian Tradition)Bloomsbury Reference, 2018

	
		In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle suggests that a moral principle 'does not immediately appear to the man who has been corrupted by pleasure or pain'. Phantasia in Aristotle's Ethics investigates his claim and its reception in ancient and medieval Aristotelian traditions, including Arabic, Greek, Hebrew...
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The Cambridge History of Science: Volume 2, Medieval ScienceCambridge University Press, 2013

	This volume in the highly respected Cambridge History of Science series is devoted to the history of science in the Middle Ages from the North Atlantic to the Indus Valley. Medieval science was once universally dismissed as non-existent - and sometimes it still is. This volume reveals the diversity of goals, contexts, and accomplishments in...
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Young World Rising: How Youth Technology and Entrepreneurship are Changing the World from the Bottom UpJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Young World Rising gives you an exclusive glimpse into the new trend that's transforming global business and changing the dynamics of globalization


	The global Millennial generation is 4.1 billion strong, and the spread of data networks is empowering them to build radically new kinds of organizations adapted to a...
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Poverty, Inequality, and Policy in Latin America (CESifo Seminar Series)MIT Press, 2009
High inequality in incomes and assets and persistent poverty continue to plague Latin America and remain a central economic policy challenge for Latin American policymakers. At the same time, dramatically improved methods and data allow researchers to analyze these problems and how they are affected by economic policy. In this book, experts on...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Xsan Quick-Reference Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
The only guide to Apple's enterprise-level Storage Area Network solution, fully updated for Tiger and Xsan 1.2.

	
    Xsan is one of the most powerful, flexible and affordable SAN solutions on the market.

    
	
    Handy booklet provides invaluable...
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Algorithmic ArchitectureArchitectural Press, 2006
How to use Algorithms to solve complex design issues     

       Why does the word design owe its origin to Latin and not Greek roots?  Where do the limits of the human mind lie?  How does ambiguity enter the deterministic world of computation? Who was Parmenides and why is his philosophy still puzzling today?  This unique volume...
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Latinos and the Liberal City: Politics and Protest in San Francisco (Politics and Culture in Modern America)University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019

	
		The "Latino vote" has become a mantra in political media, as journalists, pundits, and social scientists regularly weigh in on Latinos' loyalty to the Democratic Party and the significance of their electoral participation. But how and why did Latinos' liberal orientation take hold? What has this political...
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Dry Beans and Pulses: Production, Processing and NutritionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The common beans and pulses are diverse food resources of high nutritional value (protein, energy, fiber and vitamins and minerals) with broad social acceptance. These legume crops demonstrate global adaptability, genotypic and phenotypic diversity, and multiple means of preparation and dietary use.  Beans and pulses are produced in...
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Colloquial Spanish of Latin America 2: The Next Step in Language Learning (Colloquial 2 Series)Routledge, 2004
Do you know Latin American Spanish already and want to go a stage further? If you're planning a visit to South America, need to brush up your Latin American Spanish for work, or are simply doing a course, Colloquial Spanish of Latin America 2 is the ideal way to refresh your knowledge of the language and extend your skills.
...
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Beginning Apache Pig: Big Data Processing Made EasyApress, 2016

	Learn to use Apache Pig to develop lightweight big data applications easily and quickly. This book shows you many optimization techniques and covers every context where Pig is used in big data analytics. Beginning Apache Pig shows you how Pig is easy to learn and requires relatively little time to develop big data...
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